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Parameter:
Material:  Metal

 Size: 2.5 x 6.5 cm
Color: Matallic Pink
Net weight: 32 Grams



Just open the cap and gently put the volcanic rock on your face. Roll it
along your T-zone or any shiny areas. You can use it for whole day. Just
wash it at night and let it air dry.  To clean, twist the roller’s ring to
unlock, and pull out the stone. Wash with simple water or gentle
cleanser, rinse, and air-dry before locking it back in

How To Use

Introduction
BITRONTIX 2 IN 1 OIL ABSORBER & MAKEUP BLENDER is an innovative
rolling massager and makeup blender. First time ever, with our
patented design, we have launched oil absorbing volcanic roller with
makeup blender to have a perfect look on the go, anytime & anywhere.

Take down shine with the reusable oil-absorbing roller made from real
volcanic stones. It instantly absorbs excess oil on skin for shine control
on-the-go. It is suitable for all skin types, even sensitive skins.

If you sweat with your Makeup on roll the volcanic stone ball, it will
absorb all the oil leaving your skin smooth without smudging or
removing your makeup. Remove makeup with cleaning cream and roll
the volcanic stone. Facial massage helps to relieve facial swelling and
elasticity. Suitable for Most Skin Types, Portable, Easy-To-Use.
Manually operated, No Batteries required.



2 in 1 Volcanic Roller + Makeup Blender

Volcanic Roller - Use the volcanic roller over the oily part of the
face to absorb the excess oil.

Makeup Blender -After using the volcanic roller, use makeup
blender to puff and touch up the makeup



2 Extra Volcanic Roller Stone Balls
Incase the volcanic roller stone ball is not dry, use the extra
volcanic roller stone balls to be ready anytime, anywhere and on
the go.



Forehead Care

Roll on your forehead and
temples to get rid of
excess oil. Use the makeup
blender  to touch up for
the flawless look.

Nose Care

Roll over the nose and the
sides of the nose to get
rid of excess oil. Use the
makeup blender  to touch
up for the flawless look.



Eyes Care

Roll under your eyes and
over the eye lid to get rid
of excess oil. Use the
makeup blender  to touch
up for the flawless look.

Cheeks Care

Roll on your cheeks &
other areas on the face to
get rid of excess oil. Use
the makeup blender  to
touch up for the flawless
look.



Wipes off the oil instantly form the face
Best replacement for Blotting and tissue
papers which are used once and thrown away
Non destructive to makeup
Make you look fresh anytime, anywhere
Easy to carry (lipstick size design) and easy to
use.
Reusable
Rolling massage also reduces Puffiness and
increases blood circulation

Benefits



HOW IT WORKS ?
 Volcanic stones have little pockets of porous

holes to trap oils. Whether its the sweat or the
oil over makeup , it will remove them without
smudging or ruining the makeup

USE OVER CLEAN SKIN OR MAKEUP
 A miraculous tool to keep your bare face or

makeup face : fresh and shine free. The
Volcanic Roller will change the beauty regime
manifold with it's effective action to wave off
the oiliness & shine off the face with just a few
rounds of rolling!



HOW TO WASH ?
 To clean, twist the roller’s ring to unlock, and

pull out the stone. Wash with simple water or
gentle cleanser, rinse, and natural air-dry
before locking it back in


